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Longfield 2012

From: Longfield 2012 <longfield2012@gmail.com>
Sent: 26 April 2015 10:30
To: Longfield2012@gmail.com
Subject: Planning application for all-weather hockey pitch: High Court Judgement

Greetings, 
 
            The application for Judicial Review was considered at an all-day hearing in the High Court on 
Thursday (24 April) and the verdict delivered in a two-hour Judgement the following afternoon.  We are 
disappointed that – despite the valiant efforts of our legal team – the Judge dismissed our case and thus 
allowed planning permission for the hockey pitch to stand. 
 
            It might be useful briefly to explain Judicial Review. Planning is a balance which includes weighing 
the benefits of a proposal and who benefits against its ill-effects and who faces those ill-effects (in the 
jargon, these are merit issues). If a planning authority grants planning permission, there is no appeal on the 
basis of merit. The task of a Judge at Judicial Review is not to consider whether the planning authority made 
a good decision on the merits of the case but whether it reached its decision legally.  
 

The Judge did not reject our arguments as mistaken but because he regarded them as differences of 
professional opinion and thus matters which North Somerset Council has the authority to decide.  On that 
basis he concluded that the Council did not exercise its powers illegally. In part of the Judgement he framed 
the issue explicitly as one of democracy: local planning committees have the legal power to make the 
decisions, and if we don’t like the decisions we can seek to vote them out. 
 
            In our view, parts of the Judgement were harsh because the Judge had not fully absorbed the time 
line of events, particularly the delayed-availability of some key documents which would otherwise have 
enabled us to respond more quickly than was the case. Though perhaps affecting the tone of the Judgement, 
we accept that those issues had no effect on the outcome. 
 
            Our next task is to read the full written Judgement (which we will not get for a while)  and to take 
stock. The Judgement, of course, does not remove our concerns – shared by so many of you – about the 
proposed development. 
 

1. The access road is inadequate. The only entrance is along a residential road which is single track, 
winding, badly lit, and mostly without pavement. The development would lead to more traffic at 
more times of day, and particularly after dark, endangering local children (The Lynch near the 
entrance to Longfield includes the Scout Hut, the Lynch Chapel and the Montessori School). 

 
2. The site is too small, close to surrounding houses.  

 
3. The  development with floodlights is too close to ecologically sensitive areas, putting at risk 

protected species, and to the AONB which starts only 200 metres away.   
 
These points are set out more fully in our summary document on the village web site 

(http://www.winscombeandsandford.org.uk/Sidcot/Sidcothockeysummary2.pdf), which also argues that the 
problem with the proposed development is not the idea, but that the all-weather areas are in the wrong place.

 
Of all these concerns, the greatest is pedestrian safely along The Lynch, about which we first wrote 

to North Somerset Council to express concern in September 2012, three months before the first planning 
application for the hockey pitch was submitted.  We can only hope that our deep worry is misplaced. 
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            We have many people to thank for wise advice and practical assistance with technical matters.  We 
are also grateful for the support and encouragement we have received from so many in the village.   
 

In the immediate aftermath of the decision we do not know how things might unfold, but will keep 
you informed when and if there is anything noteworthy to report. 

 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Tina and Kevin Joyce, Beth and Denys Cutmore and Gill and Nicholas Barr 
 
 


